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Abstract

We consider the problem of finding a low rank symmetric matrix satisfying a system of linear equa-
tions, as appears in phase retrieval. In particular, we solve the gauge dual formulation, but use a fast
approximation of the spectral computations to achieve a noisy solution estimate. This estimate is then
used as the initialization of an alternating gradient descent scheme over a nonconvex rank-1 matrix
factorization formulation. Numerical results on small problems show consistent recovery, with very low
computational cost.

1 Introduction

Consider the problem of finding a low rank symmetric matrix satisfying a system of linear equations

find X
subject to aTi Xai = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m

rank(X) ≤ r
(1)

Problems of form (1) appear in applications like imaging [Wal63] and x-ray crystallography [DMT+10], and
finding x is in general NP-hard [Vav10]. Convex relaxations of (1) appears by omitting the rank constrant,
and can often lead to a close approximation of x (see [ARR14, CSV13]).

We consider two convex relaxations of (1), both of the form

minimize
X

κ(X)

subject to aTi Xai = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m
(2)

where κ(X) is a convex gauge function that promotes low-rank structure in X. Specifically, we consider two
choices:

1. κ(X) = ‖X‖∗ the nuclear norm, e.g. the sum of the singular values of X, and

2. κ(X) = tr(X) + δ+(X) where

δ+(X) =

{
0 X � 0

+∞ else.

Using either gauge, we see that (2) is a semidefinite optimization problem.

Application 1: Phase retrieval Problems of this form appears in image processing as a convexification
of the phase retrieval problem

find x
subject to |aTi x|2 = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m

(3)
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where ai may be complex or real-valued measurements, and bi are the squared magnitude readings. (See
PhaseLift, [CESV15].) In particular, it has been shown [CDS01] that low-rank estimates of the SDP (2)
can recover the exact source vector x in both the noisy and exact measurement regime, for large enough m
and incoherent enough ai. It has been previously observed (and numerically verified here) that the positive
semidefinite formulation (κ(X) = tr(X) + δ+(X)) provides better recovery results (recovering successfuly
for smaller m) than the nuclear norm formulation. However, we will see there are numerical advantages of
using the nuclear norm formulation, and thus we consider both.

Application 2: Linear diagonal constrained Many combinatorial problems can be relaxed to semidef-
inite programs with diagonal constraints. For example, the MAX-CUT problem can be written as

minimize
W

〈C,W 〉
subject to diag(W ) = b

W � 0

(4)

for b = 1 and C is a matrix related to the graph edge weights (e.g. Laplacian). Considering the a more
generalized family of linear diagonally constrained problems, we see that replacing C with (C + CT )/2 +
diag(v) does not alter the problem, for any v, since the diagonal of W is fixed. Therefore we can assume
without loss of generality that C is symmetric positive definite with Cholesky factorization C = LLT . Then
(4) is equivalent to (2) where ai is the ith column of L−1.

2 Problem statement

2.1 Gauge duality

In general, the gauge primal and dual problem pair[Fre87, FMP14, ABD+17, FM16] can be written as

min
X

κ(X)

st A(X) = b, i = 1, . . . ,m

min
y

κ◦(A∗(y))

st 〈y, b〉 = 1

(5)

where we use the shorthand

A(X)i := aTi Xai, i = 1, . . . ,m, A∗(y) :=

m∑
i=1

yiaia
T
i

for the linear operator and adjoint. Here, κ◦ is the polar gauge of κ, defined as

κ◦(Z) = inf{µ : 〈X,Z〉 ≤ µκ(X) ∀X.}

In particular, it is shown that if the feasible domain of both primal and dual (5) have nontrivial relative
interior, then at optimality, the eigenspace of the primal matrix variable X∗ and transformed dual variable
Z∗ = A∗(y∗) are closely related, and can often be recovered easily.

Nuclear norm When κ(X) corresponds to a norm, then κ◦(X) is the dual norm. Therefore

κ(X) = ‖X‖∗ ⇐⇒ κ◦(Z) = ‖Z‖2
the spectral norm of Z. Note that neither X nor Z are constrained to be positive semidefinite. At optimality,
the singular vectors of the primal matrix variable X∗ and transformed dual variable Z∗ = A∗(y∗) correspond
closely; if X∗ has rank r, then

X∗ =

r∑
i=1

σPi viv
T
i , Z∗ = σDmax

r∑
i=1

viv
T
i +

n∑
i=r+1

σDi viv
T
i .

Here, v1, . . . , vn are the singular vectors of X∗ and Z∗, and σPi and σDmax correspond to the primal singular
values and maximum dual singular values, respectively. Note that the singular vectors of the primal and dual
variables are the same, so the range of X∗ can be recovered from either primal or dual optimal solutions.
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Symmetric PSD In the second case,

κ(X) = tr(X) + δ+(X) ⇐⇒ κ◦(Z) = max{0, λmax(Z)}.

Through gauge duality, X∗ and Z∗ = A∗(y∗) have a simultaneous eigendecomposition; that is, if X∗ has
rank r, then

X∗ =

r∑
i=1

λPi uiu
T
i , Z∗ = λDmax

r∑
i=1

uiu
T
i +

n∑
i=r+1

λiuiu
T
i .

Here, ui are the eigenvectors of both X∗ and Z∗, and λPi and λDmax correspond to the primal eigenvalues and
maximal dual eigenvalue, respectively.

Additionally, strong gauge duality enforces 1 = κ(X)κ◦(Z) at optimality. Assuming the primal of (5) is
feasible, κ(X) < +∞ which forces κ◦(Z∗) > 0. Therefore, we can simplify the dual objective function to

κ◦(Z) = λmax(Z)

over Z where λmax(Z) > 0.

Unconstrained formulation We now rewrite the dual of (5) in an unconstrained formulation

minimize
z

κ◦(A∗(Bz + z̄)) (6)

using a change of variables y = Bz+ ȳ for any B where range(B) = null(bT ) and ȳ such that 〈ȳ, b〉 = 1. In
this case, for any z, 〈y, b〉 = 1.

3 Methods

3.1 General overview

We consider three methods, described in “vanilla” form below.

1. Projected gradient descent on the constrained gauge dual of (5)

y(k) = projH(y(k−1) − t∇yκ◦(y(k−1))) (7)

where H = {y : 〈y, b〉 = 1} is the constraint set. The Euclidean projection on this set can be done
efficiently via

projH(s) =

(
I − 1

bT b
bbT
)
s+

1

bT b
b.

2. Gradient descent on the unconstrained gauge dual (6)

z(k) = z(k−1) − tBT g (8)

where
g = ∇yκ◦(y) at y = Bz(k−1) + ȳ.

An obvious choice for B ∈ Rm−1,m computed from a full QR of bT where BTB = I and Bb = 0.

3. Coordinate descent (Alg. 1) on the unconstrained gauge dual (6)

z(k) = z(k−1) − tBT g (9)

where

(gz)j =

{
∂κ◦(y)
∂zj

j ∈ Î(k)

0 else.
at y = Bz(k−1) + ȳ.
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and B̂(k) = {j : i ∈ B(k), Bij 6= 0}. Here, in order to maintain scalability, we want |B̂(k)| to be small
whenever |B(k)| to be small, e.g. B should be sparse. Note B does not have to be orthogonal for the
unconstrained formulation (6) to be equivalent to the dual constrained formulation (5). However, we
have found much better results when B is as close to I as possible, so we pick

B =

[
Ii b̃top 0

0 b̃bot Im−i

]
, (10)

where

b̃top =

(
b1
bi
, . . . ,

bi−1
bi

)
, b̃bot =

(
bi+1

bi
, . . . ,

bm
bi

)
and i = argmax

i
bi.

The main focus of this work is to exploit structural properties of the linear operator A, and offer several
“enhancements” that significantly improve the scalability of these methods. In particular, we will focus on

1. approximations for building the gradients ∇yκ◦(y) (or s ∈ ∂yκ∗(y) in cases where the largest eigenvalue
of the formed matrix is not simple)

2. picking B in the unconstrained formulation so that multiplying by B and BT is efficient, and

3. estimating the partial coordinates in the coordinate descent method. This is our primary contribution
is the third improvement, which theoretically can avoid doing any spectral computations (svds or
eigs) and is limited only to small matrix products and a tiny QR computation, and maintains only
low-rank approximations of all matrices. 1

3.2 Gradients of dual objective

Let us first consider
f(y) = κ◦(A∗(y)) = max{λmax(A∗(y)), 0}.

Then computing ∇f(y) requires three steps.

1. Form the dual matrix variable
W = A∗(y)

2. Find u whereWu = λmaxu. Since this step is important, we will denote this operation u = evecmax(W ).

3. The gradient is now

∇f(y) =

 (aT1 u)2

...
(aTmu)2.


This step is comparatively cheap, so we will not discuss it.

Now consider m and n both large, with m > n.

1In practice, in order to reach the global solution, sometimes the matrix estimates deteriorate, and need to be “refreshed”,
so a full eigs is run. However, in phase retrieval we often don’t need this much precision.
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Figure 1: Error in subsampling. In this experiment, we consider Z =
∑m
i=1 yiaia

T
i where m = 1000

and ai ∈ Rn and yi ∈ R are i.i.d. Gaussian randomly generated vectors and scalars. Sorting the weights
yi1 ≥ yi2 ≥ · · · , we select S = {i1, ..., i|S|} and Ẑ =

∑
i∈S yiaia

T
i , and compare the alignment between

u = evecmax(Z) and û = evecmax(Ẑ).

Building W When m is large, this step is both computationally expensive (O(n2m)) and memory ineffi-
cient if n is large. Note that if y > 0, there is a simple computational shortcut is to form

U =
[√
y1a1, . . . ,

√
ymam

]
, W = UUT .

However, in general the intermediate y(k) and final y∗ are not nonnegative. We therefore try to estimate
this quantity using

Ŵ =
∑
i∈B

yiaia
T
i (11)

and B is some sample subset of {1, ...,m}. In particular, we investigate three regimes

1. B = {1, ...,m} exact gradient computation

2. B = {i : yi ≥ 0} for a PSD estimate of A∗(y)

3. j ∈ B is randomly picked from the set {i : yi > 0} with probability yi/
∑
yj≥0 yj .

Solving the eigenvalue problem This step can be solved fairly quickly using a fast eigenvalue solver
(such as a power method). However, a key issue when W is indefinite is that the largest magnitude eigenvalue
may be much larger than the largest algebraic eigenvalue. This is another key motivation behind the second
choice of B, to work with a PSD estimate Ŵ . In practice, we do not observe performance degradation with
this estimation, and in fact observe considerable speedup in the convergence of eigs. (See also Figure 1.)

Extension to nuclear norm The above discussion mostly also holds for f(y) = κ◦(A∗(y)) = ‖A∗(y)‖∗,
but replacing eigenvalue computations with singular value computations, and sampling based on |yi| rather
than yi. A key subtle advantage of using the nuclear norm is that since singular values are always nonneg-
ative, we do not need to worry as much about the convergence of svds. Note that though nuclear norm
minimization is generally used for nonsymmetric matrix variables, here because A∗(y), we are still only
considering symmetric matrix variables. (The distinction is that we are now running eigs(W,1,‘lm’) where
previously we ran eigs(W,1,‘la’).)

3.3 Coordinate descent

For applications where both m and n are large, we further parametrize W with a low-rank approximation
and use a block coordinate update at each iteration. This method is inspired by the following observation:
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if z and ẑ differ by at most k elements, then for B constructed as in (10),

y = Bz + ȳ and ŷ = Bẑ + ȳ

differ by at most 2k elements, and
W = A∗(y) and Ŵ = A∗(ŷ)

differ by at most a term of rank 2k. Now assume that at iteration k, we maintained a rank-r approximation
of W (k) as

U (k)D(k)(U (k))T = U (k−1)D(k−1)(U (k−1))T +AI(k)diag(yI(k))(AI(k))T

=
[
U (k−1) AI(k)

] [D(k−1) 0
0 diag(yI(k))

] [
(U (k−1))T

(AI(k))T

]
where the columns ofAI(k) are ai for i ∈ I(k). Packing D̃ =

[
D(k−1) 0

0 diag(yI(k))

]
, taking a QR factorization

of [U (k−1), AI(k) ] = QR, we have

U (k)D(k)(U (k))T = QRD̃RTQT

where RD̃RT is r + 2k × r + 2k, and in general r + 2k � m. Taking a “tiny eig” of this matrix

RD̃RT = ŨD(k)ŨT

gives the new rank-r + 2k factorization of W (k) with U (k) = QŨ . In the algorithm, we then further prune
D(k) and U (k) to its best rank-r approximation.

Picking the coordinates At each iteration, the coordinates I(k) can be picked uniformly without re-
placement from {1, . . . ,m}, or according to a greedy method. In particular, the Gauss-Southwell “flavor” of
coordinate descent algorithms picks

i = argmax
i

|(∇κ◦(y))i|.

However, note that just making this call requires computing a full gradient, which we never want to do.
Therefore we approximate this operation by sampling at each iteration i according to a weighted uniform
distribution, with weights max{yi, 0} when κ = tr + δ+ and |yi| when κ = ‖ · ‖∗.

4 Numerical results

4.1 Musical note

We begin by considering a small, simple problem of recovering an 11 x 11 black and white image (Figure
2). This problem is small enough to be solved globally using an interior point method, which can serve as a
baseline.

Fast methods do not give high enough fidelity solutions. To evaluate how “fast” our methods work,
we pick a fairly easy problem, with m = 1000 samples ai sampled uniformly without replacement from a
Hadamard matrix.

• Figure 3 shows the trajectory of the dual objective error for the first-order and coordinate methods on
this problem. We can see that when full gradients and full rank methods are used, the global solution
can be found, but the number of iteratious is onerous, especially since this is a very small example.
When partial gradients and low rank approximations are used, the global solution is not found.

• Intermediate recovered images of the oversampled problem are given in Figure 4 (projected gradient), 5
(reduced gradient), and 6 (coordinate descent). Again, we notice that while non-approximated methods
can recover the true solution (after many iterations), their approximated versions do not reach high
fidelity solutions.
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Algorithm 1 Maintaining low rank steps

1: Inputs: rank parameter r
2: Outputs: z(k)

3: z̄ = eimax where imax = argmax
i

|bi|.

4: z(0) = 0, y(0) := z̄, W (0) := A∗(y(0))
5: Compute top-r eigenvalue decomposition

UDUT = projrank=r(W
(0))

and the diagonal of D is decreasing in order.
6: Set k = 0.
7: for k = 1, ... do
8: Sample Î(k) containing L elements without replacement from {1, . . . ,m} and update

I(k) = {i : Bij 6= 0, i ∈ Î(k)}.

9: Compute partial gradients of κ◦(A∗(y)) with respect to y and z, with u = U [:, 1]

gi = (aTi u)2, i ∈ I(k), ĝj =


∑

i:Bij 6=0

Bijgi, j ∈ Î(k)

0 else.

10: Update z(k)

z(k) := z(k−1) − tĝ.

11: Update the rank r approximation of W (k)

D̃ =

[
D(k) 0

0 diag(∆y)

]
, QR = qr(

[
V ATI(k)

]
, 0), ∆y = −tBT ĝ

[Ũ , D̂] = eig(R ∗ D̃ ∗R′), Û = QŨ

12: Prune to rank r
U (k)D(k)(U (k))T = projrank=r(ÛD̂Û

T )

13: end for

Figure 2: Musical note.
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Figure 3: Trajectory. Oversampled musical note example, with m = 1000, n = 121. Top: Gradient
methods, comparing full gradients vs m/10 subsampled gradients. PG = projected gradient, RG = reduced
gradient. Bottom: Coordinate methods, with block size 100.
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Figure 4: Projected gradient descent. Recovered image using u(t) = evecmax(Z(t)).Title gives iteration
count t. Top two rows: full gradients used. Bottom two rows: m/10 gradients used.
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Figure 5: Reduced gradient descent. Recovered image using u(t) = evecmax(Z(t)).Title gives iteration
count t. Top two rows: full gradients used. Bottom two rows: m/10 gradients used.
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Figure 6: Coordinate descent. Recovered image using u(t) = evecmax(Z(t)). Title gives iteration count
t. In all cases, block size = 100. Top two rows: full rank Z(t) stored. Bottom two rows: rank 5
approximation stored.
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Fast methods approach good approximate solutions quickly. One thing we do observe from the
previous batch of experiments is that our fast methods are able to reach good approximate solutions almost
immediately, suggesting they may provide good initializations to simpler nonconvex methods.

Nonconvex matrix completion Specifically, a common approach to phase retrieval is to solve the fol-
lowing nonconvex rank-1 matrix completion problem

minimize
u

m∑
i=1

((aTi u)2 − bi)2 (12)

Given some initial point u(0), we can minimize (12) by iteratively using gradient steps

u(k+1) = u(k) − α(k)
m∑
i=1

((aTi u)2 − bi) · ai

where α(k) is some decaying step size. This type of approach is often favored in practice because of its low per-
iteration complexity (O(mn)) and storage O(n) cost, and is often observed to recover very clean images. A
disadvantage of this approach is that the quality of the solution is very sensitive to the choice of initialization.
As an example, the Wirtinger flow algorithm of [CESV15] recovers images using the initialization

u(0) = evecmax

(
m∑
i=1

biaia
T
i

)
.

We propose to recover images using the nonconvex matrix completion method using, as initialization, an
approximate solution from a few iterations of our faster methods

u(0) = evecmax

(
m∑
i=1

y
(K)
i aia

T
i

)

Figure 7 (random instance) and 8 (averaged over 250 trials) illustrate the competitive advantage of using
a solution to the fast method as an approximate solution as a higher fidelity initialization of the matrix
completion problem.

Slightly larger numerical results. Figure 9 and 10 repeat the experiment on slightly larger images,
with different structural properties.

5 Further directions

This document represents a quick set of experiments on a simple idea for reducing the computational com-
plexity of the SDP relaxation of the phase retrieval problem. There are several interesting directions for
extension.

Gradient sampling Currently, our gradient sampling approach is to sample each weight according to
its positive contribution, normalized, with no other transformations. A more generalized class of sampling
weights is to use softmax smoothing, where

Pr(j) =
exp(

yj
µ )∑

k exp(ykµ )

and for a specific choice of µ, reduces to our sampling scheme. This kind of sampling can be modeled using
a Gumbel random variable, for example.
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Figure 7: Solutions to nonconvex matrix completion. Recovered images using a variety of initializa-
tions. Title = # samples.

Figure 8: Observed recovery rate. k = # samples in gradient. e = epochs, r = rank. WF = Wirtinger
Flow initialization.
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Figure 9: UBC Logo. n = 5220. Relative objective = f ∗/f∗WF. Overhead time refers to total time used to
compute the initial point. The average runtime of the nonconvex matrix completion is about 30 seconds. All
hyperparameters (number of iterations, step size decay scheme) are tuned to make each example as efficient
and high quality as possible.
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Figure 10: Tree. n = 4824. Relative objective = f ∗ /f∗WF. Overhead time refers to total time used to
compute the initial point. The average runtime of the nonconvex matrix completion is about 5 minutes. All
hyperparameters (number of iterations, step size decay scheme) are tuned to make each example as efficient
and high quality as possible.
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Better choices of B In the unconstrained dual formulation (8), there is a tradeoff in the choice of B
as incredibly sparse (improving its per-iteration complexity) and perfectly conditioned (ideally, orthogonal,
and therefore dense). Further exploration here can be made to optimize this tradeoff.

Scalability Thus far, we have viewed the most successes with very small images. With larger images, it
is not clear how the approximation error scales, and if it is still close enough to ensure a good initialization
in the nonconvex problem.

Primal feasibility In approximate dual methods, primal feasibility is usually not assured. Here, we just
use the maximum eigenvector of A∗(y∗) to reconstruct the image, but first performing some projection to
ensure primal feasibility may lead to better answers.

Other spectral approximation methods Here, we experiment with a spectral approximation method
unique to the phase retrieval problem, where in the limit, A∗(A(x)) ≈ x. We have not compared this to
other spectral approximation methods, like sketching, subsampling, sparsification, etc.
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